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Flexible Electronics
Innovation Technology
New Experience
 
We’ve tried to pioneer a market full of heating products with excess 
volume and weight over 10 years. With more than 100 granted patents, 
application and mass production to Samsung Electronics strategic goods 
Chef Collection by Samsung Electronics, it was recognized for its innovation 
by introducing scientific Journals such as “Nature” and “Science”, 

A 10-year R&D, it adds up to an experience that is entirely different heat. 
With suggesting a method for a new standards based on innovative 
technology by breaking custom about previous heating system, a pioneering 
new markets across to creative destruction, the appearance of a rule breaker 
in a heating market.

Brand 
Story



INKO is a new lifestyle brand based on the finest flexible electronics 
technology that provides an optimal heating method.
 
We always thinking the smart products for thinner and lighter that give us 
convenience to our daily lives. 
“Innovative technology and minimalism design optimized for the user interface” 
“A new lifestyle brand based on an optimal heating method”
“The smart products will bring you a special experience”

Brand Philosophy
Design
Practicality

Life / Eco / Minimalism / Innovative 
Simple / Modern / Innovative
Flexible / Sustainability / Balance

Brand
Concept



Product
Intro

Only ‘1mm’ thickness super smart heater based 
on the flexible electronics technology 

Optimum heat with the minimum size
We seuggest the new standards of a heating products.



Product 
feature

Innovative Technology
Implementable thickness using only
the Flexible Electronics technology
Only ‘1mm’ thickness, incredibly 
thin and light. 

Portability
Keeping Roll it up with a Flexible form. 
We suggest the new standards for portability. 

Temperature up to 50 degrees
It takes less than a minute to reach 42 to 50 
degrees celsius. 
You only need 1 minute to warm.

One-touch control solution
On/Off and temperature control with 
one touch; One-touch, optimized for the 
user interface, delivers a stylish and s
ensuous experience.

Safety
A smart self-fuse system that automatically 
turns off when it’s overheated. Smart setting
 that preventing low-temperature burn 
to children and elderly people. We thinking 
the safety as our priority.

50˚

Optimization
You can always re-charge anywhere 
if you have mobile phone charger 
or a portable battery. * Available up to 8 ‒ 12 
hours when it charged by a large battery. 

Environment-friendly technology
All of the technologies used in INKO are 
eco-friendly technologies.We are leading 
the way in creating a better environment.

Softness
Soft feeling with TPU material, you can 
feel the smoothness. Easily wipe with
 a wet tissue.

Electromagnetic waves free
No worries about electromagnetic waves

Power savings up to 10%
The overall heat output is uniformly 
spread, which means energy efficient 
consumption saving of more than 10%.



Soft Pink  소프트�핑크
Coral is defined as ‘Orange color of apricot tree colored Pink’ 
and it is a subtle color mixed orange and pink. This color has a lovely, 
young vibe feeling in pink and some charisma, liltingness in orange 
at the same time. It is a color with modern sensibility that shows a classic 
and feminine feeling at once. 

Grey  그레이

Grey is described as a rare color with scarce emotion. This color is eclectic 
and objective that shows from the coldest tone is close to white to the deepest 
charcoal color is close to black. It is the color of nature which we can’t 
recognize like a thick fog, an extremely cold climate and unachievable horizon. 
It’s the icon of the big city view.

Amber Brown  앰버�브라운

There is nothing like Amber Brown color for creating a comfortable and  
cozy mood because the combination with a warm and an abundance caramel, 
an attractive amber color affect visual temperature rise.
Amber Brown is the perfect color for creating a comfortable and  cozy mood 
that shows the place with thinking, dreaming and love.

Rose Wood  로즈�우드
Rose Wood color is defined as pink color of a mature wood line and this color 
gives out light from the natural wood and leather. In the mean time, the wood 
pink color that the space delicate and warm are providing state-of-the-art.  
‘This color emotionalizes delicate and comfortable atmosphere’

Midnight Blue  미드나이트�블루

It is the grey blue color with the blueness of your daily life.
This color provides a beauty of your daily life as a color is appropriate 
for the bedroom with calm and various charms at the same time.
Midnight Blue color matches all kind of life styles & interior design.

Forest Green  포레스트�그린

The dark-green color of Nature-friendly is in accord with the planteria and botanical 
interior design perfectly.   A green is considered a relaxing color emotionally 
and visually as the main color that represents botanical therapy the best and 
this color is effective to healing in that it eliminates fatigue from the day's work.
‘Forest Green is the well-being therapy color that is considered a relaxing color 
emotionally and visually’.

Product 
color



Inko 
smart heater
Only ‘1mm’ thickness, it’s very thin but it’s very strong
Innovative technology and minimalism design optimized for the user interface. 

A portable heat pad  

GREY SOFT PINKROSE
WOOD

MIDNIGHT
BLUE

GREY MIDNIGHT
BLUE

ROSE
WOOD

AMBER 
BROWN

FOREST
GREEN

MIDNIGHT
BLUE

ROSE
WOOD

Sitting heat cushion Sleeping heat mat

size

Highest temperature 

Hours of use

270mm * 270mm  /  88g

50 degree (level5)

over 6hours

300mm * 500mm  /  185g

42 degree  (level5)

over 6hours

※ 10,000mA / 5단�온도�기준

110mm * 110mm  /  28g

50 degree  (level5))

over 12hours

PLAY HEAL SLEEP

SOFTPINK



Product
line up

[Play] Slim more than Uniqlo ultra light down!
Play smart heater anytime & anywhere!

You don’t need UNIQLO fleece, Ultra light down!
Play INKO smart heater is much lighter and slim
Put this under your coat during your commute to work, 
playing outside reports, riding a scooter or motorcycle.
All family members stay warm this winter!

Model
Model Number
Shape
USB Bettery
USB Adapter
PC, Laptop

Division

Data Function

power 
Connection

Play
PD-110
Circle (Small)
○
○
△ (USB 3.0~)

Size

Thickness

Color

Weight

Material

Temperature

Power

Battery time
(10,000mA 기준)

50degree (level5)

3.5W

Over 12 hours

110mm x 110mm

Pad : 1mm

pad : 4 set, 컨트롤러 Gray

28g

TPU(film)



Model
Model Number
Shape
USB Bettery
USB Adapter
PC, Laptop

Division

Data Function

power 
Connection

Heal
PD-270
Circle (Middle)
△ (1.5A~)
△ (1.5A~)
X

Size

Thickness

Color

Weight

Material 

Temperature

Power

Battery time
(10,000mA 기준)

50 degree (level5)

7.6W

over 6 hours

270mm x 270mm

Pad : 1mm

Pad : 4 set, 컨트롤러 Gray

88g

TPU(film)

Product
line up

[Heal] When exhausted from daily life, 
your healing place ‘INKO smart heater HEAL’ !

Tired and exhausted during a day, taking a rest for a moment
It provides you with a place to heal
Your healing place, INKO smart heater HEAL
 



Product
line up

[Sleep] The best heating item that provides an optimal 
sound sleep of modern people, INKO smart heater SLEEP!

A lack of sleeping hours and low quality of sleep,
Most modern people are suffering from lack of sleep and somnipathy.
Do people have a good night’s sleep of modern life?
‘It is the best smart heater that provides an optimal sound sleep environment.’

It makes you a present of sound sleep

A sound sleep means that you don’t wake up during sleep,
Below are the five sources of sound sleep
1) You are stiff 2) Feeling cold 3) Felling hot 4) Felling too warm 5) Noise
 It takes less than a minute to reach 45 to 50 degrees celsius.
 Only ‘1mm’ incredibly thickness, it transfers heat to sleep soundly at night.

INKO is innovative goods to substitute existing excess volume and weight.

Model
Model Number
Shape
USB Bettery
USB Adapter
PC, Laptop

Division

Data Function

power
Connection

Sleep
PD-500
rectangular(Big)
△ (1.5A~)
△ (1.5A~)
X

Size

Thickness

Color

Weight

Material

Temperature

Power

Battery time
(10,000mA 기준)

42 degree (level5)

7.6W

over 6 hours

300mm x500mm

Pad : 1mm

Pad : 4 set, 컨트롤러 GRAY

185g

TPU(film)



How to use

1. Turning the power on
After Press the Power Button 
to turn the power on.

3. Turing off
After press the push button six times, 
the device automatically turns off.

This product is automatically turns off after 8 hours using.           Check the battery power level: A portable battery [battery power level / time confirmation]

전원공급 휴대용�배터리�연결 전원공급 충전용�어뎁터�연결

2. Temperature setting
As the power on, the temperature level sets as level 5 automatically.
[White LED] Press the button one, two, three, four, and five times 
for different temperatures setting; the temperature drops off 
level 4, level 3, level 2, level 1.

one time : Level 5 Power on 
Two times : Level 4
Three times : Level 3
Four times : Level 2
Five times : Level 1
Six times : power off 고온 중온 저온ON(5단) 4단 3단 2단 1단 OFF

5V / 1.5A
ADAPTER

 

5V / 1.5A
BATTERY

USB
Connection

Controler

Heat Pack

LED lamp

Power supply  Battery Connection Power supplyrechargeable  Adapter connection



Target

20s, 30s Women ‒ Main Target

For women can’t stand the cold, it provides help for them to every moment that they need warmth 
#Body heater #Seat heater in Office # 30 days mat

1

2

3

Examinee 

The SAT on November 15, 2018, ‘Give INKO smart heater instead of taffy to examinee!‘ INKO offers an 
examinee a better environment in which to study that show their ability # Portable smart mat

Oversea Business trip & Leisure activities 

Oversea business trip with a hot-air blower system putting first, a cold outdoor shooting set, 
when you are doing Leisure activities, you can easy to use INKO smart heater anytime anywhere 
# Portable smart mat    



Technology
gallery
인쇄전자�기술�갤러리



Products
gallery
제품�갤러리



Thank you




